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THE MYSTERY
2011: MICROSOFT'S YEAR OF MYSTERY

GAME NDUSTRY EXPERT Chris Morris uncovers the
hidden benefits of 2011's fuzzy first-party outlook.

After the busy holiday-season dust
settled, a thought occurred to us:
we really don't have a fleshed-out
feel for what Microsoft has in store
for us next year. Thing is, most gam-
ers probably don't care too much
right now. And that's just the way
Microsoft wants it.

Core gamers have their hands
full with Halo: Reach and Call of
Duty: Black Ops. This frees up the
marketing wizards at Microsoft
to keep as much focus possible
on Kinect, building demand and
momentum for the motion-sensing

peripheral.
Some people might look at that

lack of long-term clarity as a cause
for concern, but it's actually a pretty
savvy move on their part. The core
already knows that Gears of War 3,
another Call of Duty, and, likely, a
new Forza are headed their way next

year. For now, that's plenty.
It's casual players Microsoft

needs to concentrate on — and as
Kinect gains traction in pop culture
(endorsements from both Oprah
and Ellen?! Here come the shop-
pers!), the company might be able
to do just that. The mass market
is critical to the back half of any
console's life cycle. It's where the
bulk of the hardware and software
money is made. At least, that's been
the case in previous generations.

This time around, the rules are
different. Apple and Facebook (and
similar companies) are wooing away
that audience with cheap — or free
— games right as people struggle
economically. On top of that,
Nintendo courted the same crowd
early, making a fortune and scratch-
ing the mass market's console itch
in the process. Winning them back

will take something that's truly
unique — and Kinect is that, no mat-
ter what the haters might say.

"I see a lot of skepticism with
Kinect from the core," says Billy
Pidgeon, senior analyst with M2
Research. "But it reminds me a lot
of when the Wii was announced."

Even for the core, the gaming in-
dustry's business model is changing
fast. A few years ago, the half-life
of a game was pretty short. These
days, robust multiplayer and DLC
are key parts of major releases —
and keep titles relevant for a much
longer time.

In other words, today's bigAAA
games will continue to be hot well
into 2011, meaning Microsoft and
its publishing partners can keep
their powder dry for big announce-
ments after the start of the year.

This is bound to upset some play-

ers, who enjoy a steady flow of AM
games, but the evolving economics
of the industry make it a necessity.
Games that flop — or even sell just a
marginal number of copies — result
in bigger development losses these
days. And investors don't have the
patience for that.

Keep in mind, also, that Mi-
crosoft (and Sony, for that matter)
knows that Nintendo will be making
a big push for the 3DSin late March
2011 and could be holding some-
thing up its sleeve to make sure it
stays in the spotlight.

On the upside, the air of mystery
surrounding next year means E3
2011 could be one hell of a show.
Aside from Sony's expected reveal
of the PSP 2, there don't appear to
be any hardware announcements
in store — so it's going to be the
games that shoulderthe load.

The trick is going to be for
Microsoft to make announcements
that excite both the core and casual
contingents of its audience.

— Chris Morris
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